
INVENTIONS AND PATENTS CONNECTED WITH BUILD

ING. 

This was the subject of a paper read at a meeting of the 
Inventors' Institute, London, on Jan. 4, by Mr. B. Fletcher. 

Mr. Fletcher said: "I shall first take the entire building, 
and thence work to details. Probably I proceed in this 
form as it is the usual course pursued in designing build· 
ingd, bearing in mind, too, the in junction by the poet: 

'Consider what you undertake; 

And analyse It well ; 

And ever work from whole to part,

Grand principle of master art,

That makes tbat wQrk to tell.' 

Well, in what does the house of to.day differ from the 
house built one hundred years ago? I must be understood 
to mean tbe usual houses which are being built all over the 
kingdom, and not as alluding to an exceptional house here 
or there. 

It is wise to imitate the prudent tradesmen who just now 
are 'stock taking;' and I am afraid, if we take stock, and 
look upon the houses of to.day and those built some onll hun· 
dred years ago, like that I live in, we must not say merely 
that our predecessors built much strongtlr and better houseR 
than wo do, but also that the inventions and patents (grand 
as they are) have been so little utilized by builders that 
even in conveniences the old houses will almost equal the 
modern. It is strange that this should be so, if one considers 
the almost appalling number of inventions and patents th!lt 
yearly.are granted. Take> for instance; this country, and the 
average number per annum during the last ten years; a little 
over 3,000 applications were made, and of these more than 
2,000 were granted. The number applied for last year wfoB 
3,500, and of these, according to the average, twjVthirds 
would be granted. Now see how slow Old England is. In 
the United S:ates, for the year ending the 30th of Septem. 
bel', 1871, 19,429 applications for patents were filed in the 
Patent Office ��!;l!l\ling rei_�d designs), and as many 
as 12,950 patents were issued. Yet again, startling as this 
is, we find that this number was not so great as that of the 
preceding year. I notice the fees received during the year 
by the United States Patent Office amounted to 671,583l. 

I cannot say what proportion of patents relates to buildings; 
but one sees from time to. time in our professional papers a 
long list of such patents, so that, no doubt, the thought· 
must arise in the mind of the publlc: Why, then, are not 
these inventions and patents more used? 

I will explain. A man, if he can invent something which 
will enable him to produce cotton td. per pound cheaper, or 
some machine which shall be a perfec� substitute for han 1 
labor in some department where the demand is unlimited, 
may out of such single invention amass a great fortune. The 
one condition of such success is that the article manufac· 
tured shall be in great demand, and that his invention saves 
money in its production, or that he produces a better article 
at the old price, or that by his invenjon useless jRMerials 
may be made available (for example, much iron is now used, 
by the application of the hot. blast, that formerly was thro.Ii'n 
away: I do not say to the improvement of the iron, but that 
formerly it could not be used at all). Now, you will notice 
in all cases the basis of large profit is from extended demand 
for the article. It is, therefore, evident that.an inventor who 
turns his attention to patents, in connection w�th mallu(ac 
tures, has the prospect, if he succeeds, of larger profits than 
he who devotes himself exclusively to patents connected 
with buildings. This m"y account in som� measure for the 
relative smdoll propprtion of inventions relating to building. 

Having, then, shown that the 'lllventive genius is some
what allured from building patents by the temptation of 
larger gains, a few words will be well to indIcate the diffi· 
culties that beset those who, having devoted their time to 
this clas3 of patents, succeed)n producing a valuable and 
useful one. The alchitect who is building a house probably 
goes to see the in venti<Ju, likes it-think/! he will try it- hes· 
itates-finally, probably, decides' against its employment, 
from fear that it may not be successful. Yet, I think, little 
blame can attach to him; if the invention -succeeds, the merit 
is the inventor's; ifit fails all the blame falls on him for se· 
lecting such a "fandangle, stupid thing;" such will be the 
language his client may use to him. He, there foro, has no 
inducement to recommend a novelty, as it cannot benefit him 
in his practice, and by so doing he may lose a client. Is it, 
then, to be wondered at flat we arll so conservative in our 
decisions? 

Oui inno, you may ask, all this explanati9n if there is no 
remedy? Well, I have a remedy. It is the formation of a 
commission, with unpaid members, who should inquire into 
patents or inventions when (and not till �hen) the results 
are being manufactured for sale, and should tes,t them, and 
should also invite the opinion of all who use them; and·these 
commissioners from time to time should report the resl).lt of 
their investigations. I would base their operations very 
much on the mode of proc�eding adopted by the commisdion· 
ers of the Lancet; and I think my hearers will agree with 
me, t'lat these commissioners have done much good. I leel 
fure that the commililsiontlrs I propose would be of great ser
vice, j[ the gentlemen were carefully selected. 

I hltve said that houses now are built very much as they 
were years ago. Go into any ordinary house in any of the 
suburbs of London, and what difference Will you find? Why, 
the house is as nearly as possible a counterpart of 'any old 
house, txcept that it is not so strongly built. Shutters are 
gone, and perh�ps instead of the sash bars (which, hy the bye, 
some architects are putting in their new works), a large 
square' of plate glass. In fact, the house when ready for 
letting usually has not one of the modern appliances. 

This being so, let us consider what a house should be. 

Jdtutifir 

It should first have a good damp course, to prevent damp of the disks; in its course through the machine, it encounters 
arising. Every room should have an air fiue to let the foul successively the several rings of beaters revolving alternate. 
air escape, and'those rooms where gas is burnt should also ly in opposite directions at a high speed, and the part.icles 
be provided with an external ventilator. The pipes from are thus dashed violently by each beater against the beaters 
closets should be carried up in an inside recess, to prevent in the next outer ring running in the contrary direction, 
frost, and should be accessible by merely opening the wood· whereby the material is effectually broken up and reduced 
en covering. The bells should also be so carried up. There to powder. In this. mode of action, by the free blows of the 
shoulube a hydraulic lift where the house is large. Water, beaters upon the matel:ial, the friction and compression be· 
hot and cold, should be on the bedroom fioors, and in the la·· tween the machine and the material, which are inv ,lved in all 
vatories attached to the water closets. Where cupboJ1rds grinding, crushing, or stamping processes, are avoided, as 
are put, they should be fitted with regard to the use they the material is not acted upon between a pair of �urraces; 
will be put to. Fpr instance, in bedrooms they may be made and the whole force of the blows given by the revolving 
like wardrobes. To see what is being done out of this coun· beat.ers is usefully expended in pulverizing the material. 
try, look at the Americans. Take one of their houses: not a Di�regrating fiour mills upon this constmction have now 
servant (or help, as I 'should perhaps call them) wanted up been a year in regular work with complf't!1 :success, a sin, 
stairs, every room always ready, except the dusting; the bed gle machine of 7 feet diameter being fouud to do the work 
a spring ma-ttress, no' making required; a tap to regulate the of twenty. seven pairs of millstones, and produce the same per· 
temperattlre of the room; washstand, with hot and cold wa centage of fiour from the wheat, with a remarkable saving in 
tel' laid thereto, and waste therefrom; so that, positively, coet of production; the quality of fiour, moreover, is decided· 
while we are quite helpless without our �elltic servants, ly Buperior, owing to the absence olthe compression that ac· 
they can do everything upstairs withmlt servants. Surely companies grinding by millstones; 1l.nd in con!!equence of 
the picture I have drawn sho ws how much we have to do the bran being scaled off in larger flakeo! than in grindiog, it 
before we can call the Englishman's castle really a home fit is mOIe perfectly separated from the fiour in the sub�equent 
fo� this century. \Yell may I quote those lines: dres�ing process. Smaller siz's of the disintegrating' mao 

'30 hard 
chine have bel'n several years in use for pulverizing vuril)u8 

The growth of what Is exccllen�; so hard mioeral �ubst.tnces, such as artificial .manurl's, l'ulilminc and 
• T'attain perfection In this nether world."o blende ores, aurif�rous quartz, and rock aspl:aJte; also for 

As to concrete building, this formed an important portion breaking up cattle food, such as oil cake, etc, and for mix· 
of the paper, and Mr. Fletcher took great pains in showing ing in sugar factories different shades of DlO st sugar, a�d 
its advantagc's and disadvantages, as compared with the or· for mixing the materials for making mortar; and the mao 
dinary building materials. He stated the former to be chines have proved very successful for thpse purpOEet'. 
cheal?ness, strength, and durability, rapidity of construction, Models were exhibited of the machin', with specimens of a' 
and economy of space; the latter, its liability to failure from variety of materiltls pulverized by it, and the �amples of the 
the use of improper 'materials, or from the want of I!;now. fiour produced by the disintegrating fiour mill. 
ledge and proper care, and the limits which the material and .. - •• -----

method -impose on architectural design and decoration. He ADlerfcan Solar Eclipse Observatlon8. 

objected to th.e imfta:tions he had seen of stone fronts by It appears from a recent official report of Professor Pierce 
concrete, with core of that material to form moldings, and of tIle Coast Survey, that the first total eclipse of the /lun, 
facing it with' Portlimd cement. Suc� a method, he consid. visible in this country since, the formation or the Govern· 
ered, would fOon bring concrete building into disrepute. ment, was that of June, 1806. This was doccurately observed 
Thtore is little 'doubt that concrate building, so far from being at �evaal points, and a valuable painting was made of it. 
ne(,,essarily a "sham," may be made an adIuirable and useful We were not favored with another until that of November 30, 

material, capable or' perfectly legitimate treatment with good 1834, wbich was ob<erved by R. T. Painl', Esq., of Boston, 
results. The different kinds of apparatus used in the erec- at Beaufort, S. C. A third eclipse did not visit our country 
tion of concrete buildiDgs were treated of. Amongst the pe. until 1860; hence, at that time this wonderful phenomenon 
culiar features of concrete buildings was mentioned that was, for most American astronomers, a matter of h"arsay. 
with regard to steps; four of Portland stone pounded to one The path of the eclipse of July 18, 1860, was from Washing. 
of cement were stated as the proportion. The cost of these ton Territory to the northern �hore of Labrador, and thence 
step� is about 'half that of Portland s',one: Seven to one is across the ocean to Spain. This eclipse was observed by ex. 

peditions organiz-d under the Surerintendent of the Coast the usual proportion for general building, but four to one is 
used for coring out for mouldings, !ltld twa to one where the Survey, and the results are published in the report for that 

pPl,)jection is vert great.' An ad"'lntage in regard to sanita. year. It was also observed by the astronomers of several 
, , Governments abroad, and was the first total eclipse which ry arrangem, eut was mentioued, namely, that it will take any 'f was ph.otographed. In 1868, British, Frencb, and German number offiues for any purposes aoywhere; so solid is the expeditions were fitted out fdr the observation of a total material, that fiues may come within three inches of the . . .  . . . 

outer face. All fitting into vertical grooves must be avoided, echps� lD IndIa. On thIS oCcaSIOn brIll�ant oiscoveries wer� 
as the swelling of the cement prevents the lifting of the ap. ,made lD regard to the spectrum of �ertalD rose colored proml 

. . 
. • nences seen about the sun at such tImes, and these discover· paratus. 

Many examples' of locks and their fastenings, door springs 
and rollers, water bars, casement fastenings, revolving shut· 
tel's, electric. bells an;1 domestic telegraphs, cottage oven�, 
stove�, lifts and 'hoists, dus" shoot boxes, pipes, paints and 
enamels, etc .. were exhibited and explained. An ingenious 
letter box was. aJ.so introduced, and he concluded his remarks 
with this observation: 

" I think, however, there is a grand future for architecture, 
but it lllust be by striving to combine in buildings all the 
scientific invention's'of the day, to do so continuously and 
with judgme�t; and herein new forms will be created by the 
use of new materialtl, if only the desire be present not to be 
slavishly bOund by precedent, but earnestly to strive to make 
the requirements of science express themselves-in our works. 
Whilst, therefore,J contend no architect should have or in 
vent any patent, or have any interest in any, for the rea801l, 
that he may be tempted to use it when some better thing. 
may have been 'discovered (and this merely from the natural 
love we all have.for the children of our brain), he should be 
ever willing to experiment with all the inventions of others, 
and thus giVll tllemaid. I have learnt much while pursuing 
my investigations,and if I bnt lead others to investigate for 
themeelves, I 'am coJUident they will also learn much." 

_ ..... 
Carl". DI.lntegrating Daehlnery. 

At a reeent meet\ng, of the Institution of Mechanical En· 
gineers, held at Birmingham on the 25th of January, the 
first paper read 1VaS.a "Description of the Disintegrating 
Flour Mill, and ,Machine for Pulverizing Minerals, etc., with· 
out grinding, crnshing, or 5tamping," by Mr. Thomas Carr, of 
Bristol. In tliis process of disintegration., the particles of 
the material operated upon are shattered in mid air by a suc
cession of blows'deUvered with extreme rapidity in opposite 
directions, and are thus pulverized by the force of the blows 
alone, �ithout beillg subjected to the compression or friction 
which &cooinpanies the ordinary processes of grinding, crush· 
ing, or statiIpingthe material between two surfaces. The 
disintegrator consists of a pair of disks rotating in contrary 
directions upon two shafts situated in 'the same line; the op· 
posing faces 'of the disks are studded with a series of �hort 
projecting bars or beaters, arranged in successive concentric 
rings or cageS; and the rings of beaters fixed in one disk: in· 
tei'vent}'altetnately,between those fixed in the other disk, and 
revolve in the opposite direction. The material to be pul. 
yerised is supplied throu!l.'h an opening in the center of one 
of the disks, and rec.eives from the innermost rings of beaters 
a centrifugal motloT). propelling it towards the circumference 
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ies have been increasing in interest ever since. In 1869, an· 
other .otal eclipse was visible in the United States. It was 
observed by parties organized by the Coast Survey and 
other Government bureaus. _The results were of high im. 
portance. Photographs of the entire corona were taken for 
the first time. The first obselvations were made upon the 
epectrum of the corona. The radial polarization of the coro· 
na was first observed with care, and the former knowledge 
of the subject was advanced in every direction. The results 
of these two eclipses were of such importance in regard tQ 
one of the chief scientific problems of our time, the constitu· 
tion of the sun, as to excite the profoundest interest throsgh. 
out the world. 

THE ECLIPSE OF DECEMBER, 1870. 

It was felt by everybody even casually intertsted in science 
that the eclipse of the year 1870 afforded au opportunity for 
l'llmoving th .. last obscurity from the subject of the corona, 
such as ought not to be let slip; the more so as no other 
eclipse. was expected to be observed by a Government expe· 
dition from ihis country during this century. 

In accordance with these views, Congress authorized the 
fitting out of an American expedition, similar to those to be 
sent out b, Germany, France, Great Britain, Italy, and Spain, 
to study the phenomena of this eclipse. 

It was decided to diepatch two parties-one to be stationed 
in the vicinity of Jeres, in Spain; the other, in the Island of 
Sicily, in the neighborhood of Catania. A large number of 
spectroscopic observations were made by both of these parties 
during the eclipse, with results establishing the correctness 
of the previouq observations, e�pecially the fact of the radial 
polarization of the corona. 

.. -.-
BRICK DUST CEMENT.-In the Spanish dominions ordinary 

brick dust, made from hard burned, finely pulvtlrized bricks, 
and mixed with common lime and sand, is universally and 
successfully employed as a ,substitute for hydraulic cement. 
It is a regular article of commerce, eold in barrels by all 
dealers in.such articles, at the .ame price as cement. Thtl 
proportiollS used in general practice are one'of brick dust and 
one of lime to two,,-of �and, Iuixed together dry and tempered 
with water in the 'usual way. 

----------·� .. �·---------'�l 
EVERY railrtlad station in England has a 8tail'way or plate 

form, or some other means of cro�sing the track, and such 
persons a� disregard the prescribed way nnd- step upon the 
track are immediately seized and fined twenty.five dollars. 
In this way, the companies are saved many suits for direc� 
and, constructive damages, ' 
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The Great Canal Reward. MINING IN COLORADO. 

Last year, it will be remembered that, the State of New 
York offered a reward of one hundred thousand dollars for A con-espondent of the New York Evening Post, writing 

from Central City, Colorado, gives the following interesting 
tie-ulars; 

the invention of any form for the application of motive power 
to the canal boats by which they could be economically pro
pelled, as cheaply as by horses. The law was published in 
full in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN in· May, 1871. 

The Canal Commissioners have recently published a report, 
in which they say that they have received over 700 commu
nicationsfrom all parts of the world in reference to power 
on canals; many models have been sent, some being the pro
ductions of women; some are valuable, but many are the re
sults of inexperience, or are visionary. The Commission 
does not advise any change in the law, of the kind desired by 
auch persons as think its objects cannot be secured as it now 
stands and is construed by the Attorney General. On tbe 
contrary, the Commission is of the opinion that compliance 
with all the present requisitions of the law should be insisted 
upon before the money should be awarded. All the time 
allowed by the law will be given to the com,petitors; but the 
Commission will adhere to tbe determination expressed at its 
first meeting, that boats in actual service, and not drawings 
or models. will be considered as competing for the money 
offered by the State. 

The reward still holds good, and any person who desires 
fUrther information upon the subject may address Henry A. 
Petrie, Secretary of the Canal Commission, Albany, N. Y. 

-- -
THEfCOMBA SCURA BRIDGE---mONT CENIS RAILWAY. 

We are indebted to Engineering for a view of one of the 
numerous bridges which convey the Mont Cenis Railway 
across the ravines and streams that interrupt its course. The 
Comba Scura bridge spans a singularly picturesque ravine· in 
a spur of the Piedmontese Alps, and it crosses at a bight of 
005 feet above the bottom of the valley. 

The following are the principal dimensions of the struc-
ture; _ 

Clear span betweeh'abutmenta . . . • .  , . •  185 feet 2 inches. 
Width . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . .  .-..... 14 " 9 " 
Depth of girders .... . . . • . . . . . . • . . . • . .  18 . " Ot" 

It was constructed to carry and sustain a test load of 4'5 
tuns per lineal yard, with a deflection of it inch at a calcu
lated strain on the iron of about 4 tuns per square inch. The 
weight of iron in the bridge is 201 tuns. 

The Comba Scura bridge, as well as that of the Serre-de-Ia
Vo1l.te, situated about 6! miles further up the valley, was con
tracted for by Messrs. Kreeft, Howard & Co., of London and 
Turin, and both were constructed, from designs prepared by 
the Italian Government engineers, by Messrs. Fleet & Newey, 
Crown Boiler Works, West Bromwich, London, England. 

ORE RAISED FROM THE VEINS. 

From the veins of Gilpin county alone nearly 600 tuns of 
ore are raised daily, or a total of 180,000. tuns annually. 
Nearly 500 lodes have been assayed or mapped in a circle of 
three miles in diameter; fully a thousand lodes have been 
recorded, and more or less work performed upon each. From 
fifteell to twenty miles of reputable lodes are known to ex
ist, upon which there is not less than eight miles of shafting, 
the deepest shaft going eight hundred feet into the bowels of 
the earth. There is not less than twenty miles· of drifting 
on these veins, following the ore deposit in the crevices. 
The assays of the territorial assayer amount to thousands, 
from samples of those leads. Averaging three hundred of 
these assays, samples of mill ore alone, taken as they were 
aet down in the official register one year ago, would show 
this species of ore to be worth nearly $40 y..ertun. Averag
ing over two hundred assays of select or-e, as they were made 
during the mme time, the result shows It value of $130 per 
tun for such stuff. Then turning to the tailings, the refuse 
of ore put through the stamps, we find the average to be 
over $20 per tun, notwithstanding from ten to twenty per 
cent of the precious metals have passed away down the 
stream. Taking samples of this lost materialrn the streams 
coursing down to the plains. over $30 to the tun is found to 
be the averag-;;. Notwithstanding this extraordinary waste, 
the average shipment of bullion from this county trenches 
on $2 ,600,000 yearly, a production of $500 per year for each 
man, woman and child in this county. 

MILLING GOLD ORES. 

There are 83 stamp mills in this county, 185 eng-ines in 
place, 4,367 horse powet, and 1,597 stamps, of which there 
are over 800 in use, requiring 1,703 horse power. There are 
39 engines used at the shafts of mines for. raising ore from 
the veins and keeping them free of waUlr; 12,000,000 pounds 
of freight, general merchandise, consumed in the county, and 
nearly 3,000,000 pounds of flour, all brought there to sustain 
the mining industry of the region, the product of which is 
mainly derived from milling the ores regardless of the waste 
alluded to. T.hese mills are various in size, containing M 
high as fifty stamps and down to five, mostly driven by 
steam. The ore, broken into small fragments, is fed into a 
battery in which the stamps are raised and allowed to fall, 
crushing the ore fine enough to flow through a screen placed 
in front. Mercury is fed in this battery, and the pulverized 

ore, mixed with sufficient water, is then made to flow over 
wide plates of copper fastened upon wooden platforms, and 
the copper amalgamated with quicksilver. The gold, or 
part of it, adheres, forming an amalgam with the mercury, 
which is afterward) scraped off, squeezed hard, and the lump 
retorted in a closed retort of iron for the purpose of va poriz
ing the mercury and getting the gold almost pure. The 
banks of Central buy these retorts and ship them to the East 
for minting. Each stamp is calculated to do from one half 
to three quarters of a tun ·in twenty-four hours, requiring 
about one horse power to each stamp helJ.d. Most of the ore 
is reduced in leased mills abandoned by companies, but th'lre 
are several names famous for good results in custom work. 
These will men charge their customers between three and 
four1i'ollars per tun for doing this work and returning the 
retort of gold. The tailings are partially caught in the best 
milL! on blankets, and reworked at a profit; the bull>, how
ever, passes outside, a portion stopping to be shovelled into a 
pile, the balance going on to the stream. The waste is near
ly or quite equal to the gross yield in bullion. 

SMELTING FOR GOLD. 

The most profitable branch of vein mining and reduction 
was undertaken by Professor Hill in 1867,in connection with 
some Bostol1 and Providence capitalists, This is a close cor
poration, managed with rare ability in the executive as well 
as the metallurgical department. Large profits are made, 
but kept very jealously from the public eye. As you reach 
Bla,ck Hawk, the sulphurous vapors of these works arrest 
your attention. From' the roadside, you see from twenty to 
thirty.piles of ore, each vieing with the other in sending 
stifling vapors of sulphur into the atmosphere. These piles 
are first started on a layer of wood and are run up in It pyra
mid form some five or six feet, with a diameter at bas� from 
sixteen to twenty feet, and then fired, the sulphur affording 
the only fuel, after the exhaustion of the wood, to keep the 
fire going from four to six weeks. This ore has passed 
through the sampling works and been paid for, the amount 
lying thus in piles at one time amounting to, perhaps, $80,-
000. After roasting sufficiently to drive off sulphu.r and ox
idize a portion of tiJ.e iron, these piles are cooled and the ore 
carried to the smelting furnaces, where, under a heavy heat, 
more sulphur is driven off, and the silica or gangue matter is 
made to unite with the oxide o f  iron t() form a slag. At the 
end of the smelting, some eight or ten tuns are thus reduced 
to one calJed "matte," containing from $1 ,500 to $2,000 in 
the precious metals, and from iorty to sixty per cent of cop
per. This product is then shipped in bags to Swansea, Eng
hilld, for separation into the several metals contained. The 
establishment contains three smelting furnaces and three 

THE COMBA SCURA BRIDGE-MONT CENISRAILWAY. 
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